In his critical edition of *The War of the Worlds*, Leon Stover continues his alignment of Wells with the mad scientists and anti-heroes of his early scientific romances (such as Griffin in *The Invisible Man*, the Grand Lunar in *The First Men in the Moon* and Moreau in *The Island of Doctor Moreau*) by declaring that “His progressive Martians are his allies in ‘The War with Tradition’.” Far from *The War of the Worlds* being an ironic assault on British imperialism or simply a vehicle to shake late-Victorians out of their belief in the inevitability of progress, the technological prowess and organising powers of the Martians are together taken as an image of the Wellsian utopia later to be applied to human society by Ostrog in *When the Sleeper Wakes*. As in the other volumes of *The Annotated H.G. Wells* (with *The Sea Lady*, now numbering seven), Stover claims Wells to be an unreconstructed Saint-Simonian socialist, supporting the rise of a managerial elite to control a planned industrial society in the name of efficiency and at the expense of general happiness (at least in the short term, ultimately the managed masses will learn to be content). As with the other six volumes (so far, *Man Who Could Work Miracles* is to appear as the eighth and final volume in the series), Stover uses anachronistic and ahistorical referencing to argue Wells's political philosophy in *The War of the Worlds*. Hence, in Book One, Chapter Twelve of the story, Stover footnotes the fact that Shepperton Church tower, destroyed by the Martians, has been replaced by a spire and decodes Wells's symbolism for the reader thus:

The new spire is the steeple of a new religion, but it is not a Christian one. It is rather the “religion of the future” ([*God the Invisible King*] 1917: 76), science, which the Martians confess [sic]. But they also are as martial as the heathen god naming them. In Wells's equation, their “Religion of Progress” ([*Democracy Under Revision*] 1927: 32) = “War with Tradition” ([*What Are We to Do with Our Lives?*] 1931: 65). Such was the twentieth century's terrorist faith in Collectivism, the belief that the state can improve on the spontaneous tendencies of civil society and democratic capitalism, which for Wells always threatened a “loosening of bonds and general disintegration” ([*Democracy Under Revision*] 1927: 15). Its extreme manifestaciones were in Communism and Fascism, beginning with the exemplary Russian Revolution of 1917. Led by Lenin, Wells had by the next to last year of the First World War learned the totalitarian formula: “If the state can organize society for war, why not for peace?” (Skidelsky [*The Road from Serfdom: The Economic and Political Consequences of the End of Communism*] 1995: 47).

Here we have Stover leaping from the replacement of a church tower with a spire to declaring Wells an advocate of Fascist or Communist (both are the same to Stover) collectivism through snippet quotations of Wellsian and non-Wellsian sources dating from 1917, 1927, 1931 and 1995, and maintaining that *The War of the Worlds* was making this argument as early as 1898, before the existence of the Fascist or Communist Parties and before the Great War or the Russian Revolutions! Now, while I would be the last person to deny a degree of continuity in Wells's political thought between his student-advocacy of socialism in 1884 and his death in 1946, and, indeed, would even go so far as to say his feeling for some sort of global organisation was already apparent as early as 1897 in "Morals and Civilisation", Stover's reading of *The War of the Worlds*, in conjunction with *When the Sleeper Wakes* (1899), as blueprints for the Wellsian world state à la Soviet Russia and Fascist Italy is not only critically shoddy but logically ridiculous. Such a supposition implies that the establishment of both Communism in Russia and Fascism in Italy was purely programmatic and outside of the historical events that most historians believe made their emergence possible, and is the kind of supposition one would only expect from a romantic enthusiast of either Fascism or Communism rather than from a learned anthropologist of the stature of Prof. Stover.

If Stover's ideological reading of *The War of the Worlds*, and especially the textual evidence he uses for it, is worth pursuing no further, it is worth looking at his understanding of some of the socialist factions existent in late-nineteenth-century London, and Wells's position towards them. As we know from *Experiment in Autobiography* (1934) and the abstracts of his college debates as published in *Science Schools Journal* (1886-89), Wells was critically interested in organised socialism in
defence and progressive inheritance duties on the wealthy. While Stover claims that Wells “took the negative” in the paper, he actually argued that increased taxation and nationalisation was “Democratic Socialism” and maintained that the Fabianism of Annie Besant and Bernard Shaw was nothing short of “Communism”!

Stover also claims that, “like Marx’s communes, [Owen’s] cooperatives are based on a weak principle of organization that for Marx is lacking in scientific design, for him, cooperation is the very opposite of coordination, the real thing in organizational planning. […] cooperation is far too voluntary and self-serving to provide socialism a meaningful basis.” In fact Wells objected to Marx’s advocacy of class-war socialism while insisting that Marx’s contribution to socialism was his internationalisation of it in contrast to the localised models of such ideologies as Robert Owen. Far from condemning the cooperative element in Marxism, Wells saw Lenin’s Communist Party as a model of political organisation based on voluntary membership by dedicated individuals who were involved in politics out of enthusiasm and who could leave or take a rest from political organisation at any time they chose. As flawed as Wells’s vision of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union might be, he even went so far as to credit himself with the initial idea as depicted in A Modern Utopia as the Samurai. To Wells, cooperation and coordination were both equally necessary and he hoped to achieve them through his educational schemes of the 1930s whereby equal access for all to education and the tools of learning would create a politicised population which would insist on socialism following its educational enlightenment. To this degree Wells advocated popular socialism while scorning existing democratic political systems.

Having briefly ironed out a few of the issues arising from Stover’s misunderstanding of late-Victorian socialism and Wells’s position in it, one finds oneself asking what bearing all this has on The War of the Worlds. The answer, quite frankly, is none. Stover is to be applauded if his series of critical texts encourages greater consideration of Wells on universities courses. It is clear, however, that little effort by students will be required to demolition the premises upon which Stover bases his misguided political readings of any of the texts in the series, not least The War of the Worlds.